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As the lockdowns and restrictions started to ease, mid last year, the Board needed to understand the impact of Covid and look at the best ways to encourage a renaissance. We held a number of brainstorming sessions and created some simple future aims that we tested out in consultation groups in each region during late autumn 2021.



The u3a Movement Post-Pandemic
Results of the 2021 Consultation

• Membership fallen by 
20%

• Recovery slow in many 
areas

• Members reluctant to get 
back to face to face

• Levels of technical ability 
and willingness low in 
many u3as

• Age profile slowly getting 
older

• Some smaller u3as struggling 
to survive

• Little focus on a national 
profile

• Little interaction with other 
organisations (internally & 
externally

• Interest Groups more popular 
when in a fun, social setting

• Strong competition from 
commercial online offerings
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Presentation Notes
The main messages (good and bad) were then pulled together. There was considerable fear that membership had fallen significantly and all the indications were that a recovery would take time. Many u3as had weathered the storm remarkably well, but the u3as that were vulnerable had had little regular contact with their members largely due to low technical ability, they had little interaction with other u3as, networks and their regional trustee, and they had little energy to start a recruitment campaign, largely due to an ageing membership. There was criticism that nationally the profile of the movement was minimal to zero and this was not helping recruitment, and a number of u3as pointed to online competition that had “seduced” members during the face to face restrictions. Finally there was a strong view that members learnt best in a fun, social setting with people that they regarded as friends.



The u3a Movement Post-Pandemic
Results of the Consultation

However:
• Face to Face still overwhelmingly the preferred approach
• u3as to remain operationally independent
• Learning is still focused on local u3as and IGs
• Movement to remain predominantly volunteer-led
• Learning style to continue to be based on a Peer to Peer 

approach
• Trust (Online) u3a and national learning programme both 

successful
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Presentation Notes
On the same theme, most members agreed that even though Trust (online) u3a and online activities had been useful and would remain attractive for some member groups, face to face contact in u3a interest groups is still preferable for the majority of members. They still regarded u3as as the basic building blocks of the movement with volunteers playing a key role at all levels in the movement, delivering peer to peer learning. 



What type of organisation 
would we like to see?

Single, well 
understood 

identity

Sustainable 
membership 

levels

Well managed 
u3as

New entrants 
across a wide 

age range

Focus on 
next 

generation

Wide range of 
learning 

opportunities

Face to Face 
with online 

opportunities
Enjoyed in 

fun, sociable 
settings

Opportunities 
largely, but not 

exclusively 
through local 

u3as

Financially 
sustainable with 

multi-income 
sources 

Promote u3a 
values and 
purposes 
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 When we asked them what type of organisation did they want to see once we clear the pandemic, there was inevitably a huge variety of views and we have summarised them here. There was a general belief that as a movement, we do not have a single and well understood identity. For instance there are knowledge gaps in who does what, and there are different interpretations about eligibility criteria. Members wanted to see an ever increasing and relevant range of activities, particularly ones that would attract new entrants and there was concern that we are not attracting enough younger members. When it comes to u3as themselves, sustainability was seen as the key.  Stable membership levels (not necessarily growing), fand inancial stability with the right skills readily available, were seen as key to creating well managed u3as. Members also wanted to see widening learning opportunities where they can enjoy themselves – after all our strap line is Learn, Laugh, Live.   



4 Main Cornerstones

Single, well 
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identity
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next 
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through 
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Promote 
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and 
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Collaborate 
more 

internally and 
externally

Raise our 
profile

Single u3a Enjoy Next Gen Emerge
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We then grouped the hundreds of comments into four main headings that I called Cornerstones. SINGLE u3a, where members understand what the movement stands for, what its all about, what the opportunities are, and how they can contribute. Second one is ENJOY. The focus on face to face learning is paramount, but members want the range of opportunities and the learning environment to expand. Members say they learn best when they are having fun, and we do know that online learning is very attractive to some members for a wide variety of reasons. An ongoing recruitment campaign is essential and the national profile is seen as crucial to the public’s perception. For u3as to be sustainable, much of that recruitment effort needs to be focused on the NEXT GENERATION.  Finally, u3as, like many other voluntary organisations, have been in the shadow of the pandemic for almost 3 years (and for some members, it still is). We need to do everything we can as a movement to EMERGE from that shadow and, (particularly with a limited marketing budget) one of the best ways is to join forces with other like minded organisations at all levels, to get our profile known, and our voice heard.  Lets look at each one of these cornerstones in a little more detail.



Next Generation
• Target - u3as financially sustainable & capable of self-

management in the long term.
• u3as that can readily regenerate themselves,
• u3as with access to technical and professional support
• core of enthusiastic and energetic members prepared to take responsibility.

• Need to define and promote who we are and what the u3a 
stands for.

• Clear about eligibility conditions
• Clear about the image we want to promote
• Promote a range of activities that appeals

• Find innovative ways to promote and communicate that profile 
widely

• regular, targeted recruitment campaigns
• Identifying recruitment sources
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I mentioned earlier that the best sustainable u3as are those that are able to regenerate themselves regularly, ensuring that the necessary skills are available with an energetic leadership team and a participating membership. People usually want to know what they are joining and clarity about what we stand for is itself an attraction to recruitment.  There has already been a tremendous amount of work done to help u3as mount recruitment campaigns and the most successful campaigns have been those which targeted specific recruitment sources such as pre-retirement courses. But many u3as point to the need for a wider national profile and more focus in recruitment.
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Lets look at the ENJOY cornerstone. I would estimate that over 90% of current learning is through local u3as and their Interest Groups (and personally I don’t see that changing greatly in the foreseeable future.) However, when Trust u3a, the online u3a, was set up in 2020, it quickly attracted over 1,000 members with around 30 joiners per month, most of whom still remain taking part in online interest groups ranging from Egyptology to Zentangle. Many ordinary u3a members still choose to take part in online workshops as part of the national learning programme, and, as I mentioned earlier, online competitors like Mirthy, Skillshare and 360 Learning are very popular. This chart shows not just u3as and online groups, but the wide range of learning opportunities that we currently provide – how many u3as have reciprocal arrangements with neighbouring u3as? how many members attend regional and network study days? how many group leaders seek advice from subject advisers ?and how many members are aware of opportunities in research/shared learning and u3a wide projects such as the High St project? Of course some u3as publish these opportunities but many more do not.  So we have a lot to do to increase awareness and provide enhanced opportunities for those who want it.



Emerge and Collaborate
• “Spread our wings”- New initiatives - effective communication and 

brand promotion.
• How do we recover lost enthusiasm, commitment and energy amongst 

u3a leaders.
• Identify and promote ways of encouraging the movement to develop 

external relationships
• Collaborate for mutual benefit in ways that raise our profile, widen 

appeal, and secure recognition.
• Develop policies and mechanisms – Be clear about our message
• Understand and manage the value and risks of relationships.
• Use appropriate platforms to voice our message at all levels
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Raising our profile nationally can be difficult and expensive to do – so how can we develop effective ways of making ourselves heard? If you listen to the radio, read magazines or watch the TV, you will recognise an increasing trend of organisations collaborating together to get their (usually complementary) message across. This could help us  to reach different markets, share promotion costs, and promote shared values. As with our collaboration with Specsavers it may also lead to additional income. But we all recognise that this is potentially sensitive territory – and we will need to carefully identify what we want and we will need to inch our way into partnerships. In particular, nobody in the movement wants to get tangled up in politics, but there are lots of non-political messages around our values, that members have already asked us to promote, particularly around perceptions of ageing. Many of these messages are also shared by similar organisations and forming partnerships seems a sensible way forward both at national and local levels.



Single u3a Movement
• A Single Movement means:

• Minimise division,
• Emphasise inter-connectivity between u3as
• Recognise the essential role that regions and networks should play,
• Promote greater unity.
• Promote the numerous pathways and networking available to u3a 

members.

• All members should be able to:
• recognise the scope and breadth of the organisation,
• the opportunities within it,
• feel part of a wider family,
• recognize the full range of benefits available from membership.

• Ensure that the movement is managed effectively in the modern age with 
appropriate skills and governance
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Finally, we see frequently a mindset amongst some areas of the membership of us and them, national against local u3as, online against face to face u3as, even u3a against u3a.. The u3a movement is highly democratic in that all decisions are taken by u3a members and all u3a members are volunteers. The Third Age Trust is an umbrella organisation that encompasses all aspects of the movement including the Board and u3as. The u3a office staff work closely with volunteers from all levels in the movement on a daily basis, and support subject advisers, network and regional teams. So division is destructive, costly and time wasting. Furthermore is it sensible to expect over 1,000 u3as (many struggling for chairs and committee members as we speak) – is it sensible to expect them all to be re-inventing the wheel at the same time? It may sound simplistic, but minimising division, improving communications and encouraging inter-connectivity and sharing are seen as priorities within a Single u3a movement, as are ensuring that the movement has access to the right skills at each level. Regional teams, networks, training, peer groups, and sharing between u3as, are crucial elements for the future. Similarly, members should be able to recognise when joining a local u3a, that they are joining a UK-wide movement that provides a wealth of learning opportunities. Whilst most will be satisfied with opportunities available within their local u3a, and have little interest beyond their interest groups, we have a duty to cater for those with wider or different interests.



Implementation

• Board approval and background working discussions during 
Spring/Summer 2022

• Some initiatives already part of 2022/23 aims
• Teams of u3a members & staff to develop proposals during 

Autumn/Winter 2022 within committees and working 
parties

• Main implementation period during 2023/24
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Don’t misunderstand me. The work on these aims is by no means finished – in fact in some areas, work hasn’t yet begun. There is a huge amount of work to be done in all four areas to think through what is required and the best way to achieve it, before formal proposals can be developed and implemented. You can see in the Annual Report that some initiatives were built into this years annual plan as ongoing projects delayed from previous years, but work on the main themes will only start towards the end of this year. There are various committees and working groups, all made up almost entirely of u3a members from around the UK and they will be asked to look at specific areas mentioned today, and develop specific proposals. We will then be holding further consultations early next year before proposals are turned into actions There is much more information available in the Annual Report and we are also looking for members who can take part in discussions and consultations, and support the development of these strategic aims. This presentation will be made widely available throughout the membership and there is a dedicated open email address for comments: strategy@u3a.org.uk. 
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